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The mighty mythological hero, Garshasp, travels into distant lands in search for the secrets hidden in the temple of the dragon,
unaware of the hidden dangers and creatures 5d3b920ae0
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Dont buy this game. what is this crap.. its alright if you're really bored my biggest complaint is that 90% of all sounds in this
game are completely stolen from oblivion go play oblivion for 20 minutes then play this, not a single original sound. dont waste
your money. Even with Steam support this game will launch and then crash.. THIS ONE IS EVEN BETTER THAN THE
FIRST! IT CRASHES EVEN HARDER, MAKING IT EASILY TWO TIMES THE GAME.. I can honestly say that this is the
only game I have ever played which has left me truly speechless.. Not itself a bad game, just, as you play it several things will
jump out at you as annoying. Voice acting and sync with the cutscene animations are awful. Combat was uninspired - just hack
and then roll away. But the most annoying part for me was the camera angles are all auto. This made playing with the keyboard
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really hard, as I'd be traveling a direction, then the camera would rotate, and the direction I was going now leads me right off a
cliff (several times). Got my gamepad working and tried again, and the play was a lot better. Graphics and environments are
very good. While I can't recommend the game (maybe it was a 4/10), if on-the-cheap gaming is your thing, it's worth a spin.
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